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0

Executive Summary

This report describes the Smart4Europe2 activities to link up and collaborate with related projects and
initiatives to grow the ecosystem and multiply the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) opportunities,
outcomes and impacts. While the collaboration with national/regional initiatives is presented in D4.2,
this deliverable focuses on the collaboration with Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH), Electronic
Components and Systems for European Leadership Joint Undertaking (ECSEL-JU) and projects funded
under the Digitising European Industry (DEI) Focus Area.
The consortium partners are deeply rooted in the Smart Anything Everywhere Initiative, Digital
Innovation Hubs as well as ECSEL-JU ecosystem and participate in various other Coordination and
Support Actions (CSAs) funded under the Digitising European Industry Focus Area. Smart4Europe2
partners have vastly exploited existing links to related initiatives, projects and other DIHs as well as
created new cooperation opportunities within the project lifetime. The partners’ contacts and links
have been used to inform on the SAE offer, activities and opportunities as well as to initiate joint
actions. Smart4Europe2 has actively organised and co-organised a large number of events to bring SAE
projects and beneficiaries together as well as to link their activities to other related initiatives and
projects on European, national and regional level.
Acting as the main contact point for the overall SAE Initiative, Smart4Europe2 has a strong focus on
DIH collaboration within the SAE Initiative as well as connecting the DIHs to and building the panEuropean ecosystem. With the rise of the EU-local strategy (strong regional ecosystems interacting on
pan-European level), Smart4Europe2 was well-positioned, representing four model regions (BadenWürttemberg, Lombardy, Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes, Hungary), to enhance and showcase such
interactions. At the national/regional level, Smart4Europe2 partners took advantage of deep
involvement in numerous projects, clusters and networks, including Alliance Industry 4.0 BW, BadenWürttemberg Hubs, Piano Nationale Industria 4.0, DIH Lombardia, Minealogic, Minasmart DIH and
Hungarian I4.0. In addition, Smart4Europe2 contributed to the Digital Europe EDIH strategy, and many
project partners have now also become EDIH (European Digital Innovation Hub) candidates.
Smart4Europe2 partners regularly attend ECSEL events and present the SAE initiative in talks, booths
and collaboration & brokerage events. Being partner in the ECSEL-CSA-Industry4.E, S2i has direct links
to the Industry4.E lighthouse projects. S4E2 and CSA-Industry4.E have collaborated to address SMEs
needs and challenges and compare the different instruments in a dedicated Deliverable. Being
partners in DEI Focus Area CSAs ConnectedFactories2, DIH2, DIHNET.EU and Fit4FoF above others, the
partners enhanced cooperation between the projects and collaborated specifically on the skills
development and DIH collaboration. Moreover, all partners are active in the DEI initiative and
continued to support the DIH Working Groups actively. This report showcases links and collaborations
within the project lifetime.
Although collaboration activities, especially face-to-face interactions, were heavily impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic situation, Smart4Europe2 held a vast number of events and workshops,
established working groups and conducted training to enhance the collaboration with DIHs, ECSEL and
DEI focus area projects.
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1

Introduction and Background

One of the key objectives of Smart4Europe2 is to grow the SAE Ecosystem and multiply its impacts
through collaboration with related DIHs, projects and initiatives (see figure 1).

Figure 1 Overall objectives of Smart4Europe2; relevant objective for this document highlighted

The document at hand describes how the Smart4Europe2 consortium exploited and intensified
existing links and initiated and conducted activities to link up with other DIHs, ECSEL-JU and related
CSAs funded under the DEI focus area.

Figure 2 The Smart4Europe2 ecosystem, relevant projects and initiatives for this document highlighted
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A big challenge for the European DIH community is its fragmentation. A key aim of the Smart4Europe2
project is thus to bring together DIHs across Europe and link them with previously separated
stakeholders. These include communities for Advanced Computing, Cyber-Physical Systems/Internet
of Things (CPS/IoT), Smart Systems Integration (SSI), and Organic and Large Area Electronics/Flexible
and Wearable Electronics (OLAE/FWE). The cooperation with relevant initiatives at regional, national
as well as EU level is key to harmonising and uniting the European DIH community. At the European
level, the focus was particularly on the link-up with other DIHs, and other CSAs funded under the
Digitising European Industry Focus Area and the ECSEL Joint Undertaking. Fehler! Verweisquelle
konnte nicht gefunden werden. shows where these activities sit in relation to the wider
Smart4Europe2 ecosystem.
The Smart4Europe2 project builds on an extensive existing network, thanks to the involvement of the
project partners in the predecessor Smart4Europe1 as well as previously and recently funded SAE
Actions as coordinators and participants. Moreover, participation in and links to the ’ICT Innovation
for Manufacturing SMEs’ Initiative (I4MS), ECSEL, European Factories-of-the Future Research
Association (EFFRA), technology transfer centres and multipliers with close contacts to SMEs and SME
networks were heavily exploited. Project partners were already active in diverse DEI Focus Area
Projects at the project start (SAE sister projects, DIH.NET, Fit4Fof, ConnectedFactories, 5E, among
others), with further extension during the project lifetime. All partners are deeply rooted within their
regional ecosystems, acting as innovation accelerators to regional SMEs and mid-caps.
Through these close ties, Smart4Europe2 was able to access a wide range of domain-specific
(transport, manufacturing, energy, health, smart cities, etc.) and cross-domain stakeholders. It also
enabled best-practise sharing and access to a large part of the community.
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2

Cooperation with DIHs

2.1

Introduction

The creation of a sustainable pan-European network of DIHs sits at the very heart of Smart4Europe2.
This, on the one hand, is achieved through collaboration within the SAE network and, on the other
hand, through implementing strategic outreach activities for ecosystem growth. Regarding outreach,
the project aims specifically at linking up with other DIHs and related projects and initiatives, to
connect and consolidate the overall ecosystem. The consortium partners are closely collaborating
with regional and thematic DIHs, as well as IAs and other innovation accelerators, with the key goal to
provide faster and easier access to innovation to European SMEs and create awareness on SAE among
other innovation stakeholders. To achieve a comprehensive DIH network across Europe and foster
collaboration with established and evolving DIHs European and national/regional efforts were joined.
A mapping of DIH services and SME needs, enabling new business models for cross-border
collaboration, was a starting point for growing the network. Collaboration was fostered through joint
events and working groups with relevant initiatives and joint communication at the pan-European
level.
At the EU level, links to DIHs across Europe were established through other IAs within the SAE initiative
and Smart4Europe2 sister activities such as I4MS or DIHNET.EU. These efforts were complemented
with engagement national and regional initiatives to nurture collaboration possibilities and supporting
activities.
The results from the work feed into further developing the overall SAE strategy towards sustainability
(D4.6) and DIH sustainability models (D4.5).

2.2

Cooperation with DIHs via IAs within SAE

Smart4Europe2 linked DIHs across the SAE and manufacturing domains performing extensive
dissemination to outreach to the community, sharing best practices and experiences. As a result, ties
with national and regional digital initiatives were created, leveraging further innovations as well as
investment and stimulating growth.
Specific actions addressed the identification of new technologies and a sustainability strategy for the
future. By reinforcing the collaboration between key DIHs in the past, current and future actions
supported under the SAE-initiative, Smart4Europe2 aimed at strengthening the evolving digital sector
in Europe.
The starting point for this activity were existing collaborations between SAE projects such as: CPSE
Labs, EUROCPS, gateone and Smarter-SI (all project partners have been involved in these already), and
2nd round IAs including FED4SAE and SmartEEs (where the coordinators are part of Smart4Europe2) as
well as diatomic and Tetramax (where close collaboration has taken place in Smart4Europe1). These
links were further deepened over the course of the project.
In addition, the new IAs within SAE funded in Phase 3 (in parallel to Smart4Europe2) were approached
to extend the network further, bringing new collaborations and an even wider application domain.
These included projects of Smart4Europe2 project partners, like DIGIFED, HUBCAP, DIH4CPS,
SmartEEs2, as well as new ties with other IAs under the SAE, namely BOWI and SMART4ALL.
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Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. shows the evolution of the SAE initiative over
time with the relevant projects. Highlighted in red are the projects Smart4Europe2 partners were or
still are involved in. Well-connected from the beginning, the consortium was able to establish further
ties with relevant projects.

Figure 3 Evolution of the SAE Initiative, projects per phase, participation of Smart4Europe2 partners in
projects (IAs and Smart4Europe CSAs in red)

Figure 4 The DIH network under the SAE initiative, Source: leaflet (smartanythingeverywhere.eu)

A map of the SAE DIHs, as well as a description of the service offering and success stories, is displayed
on the SAE Innovation Portal (smartanythingeverywhere » Community). In addition, the individual SAE
DIHs provide up-to-date information to collaborate on the Portal, being the main entry point and onestop shop for the SAE Initiative.
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S4E2 provided the enabling tools and services to consolidate further and expand the SAE DIH network.
Next to the SAE Innovation Portal and Market Place featuring activities of the IAs as well as individual
DIHs, outcomes and success stories of the actions funded through the SAE ‘cascade funding’ were
promoted. A strong social media presence made sure the ‘open calls’, webinars and events were widely
spread throughout the community. The IAs, as well as individual SAE DIHs, benefited vastly from the
knowledge transfer, sharing of best practices and working groups established by Smart4Europe2. DIH
newcomers were connected to the overall SAE DIH network via digital tools as well as in regular
collaboration meetings and working groups. Even with face-to-face events not being possible, new
DIHs were effectively integrated into the overall SAE network by holding such collaboration meetings
more often than planned and establishing thematic working groups originally not foreseen.
Activity

Details of Activity

Output and Impact on Smart4Europe2

Collaboration with SAE DIHs (pan-EU collaboration)
SAE-Phase I
(2015-18)

SAE-Phase II
(2017-20)

Phase I participation in
- EuroCPS (CEA Coordinator, BME
partner)
- CPSELabs (S2i partner)
- SmarterSI (HS Coordinator)
- Gateone (BLU Coordinator, CEA
partner)

Phase II participation in
- FED4SAE (CEA Coo, BLU and BME
partners)
- SmartEEs (CEA coordinator, BLU
partner)
- Smart4Europe-CSA (HS Coo; S2i,
THK, BME, BLU, CEA as partners)
has supported all 4 IAs

SAE-Phase
III
(2020-21)

Phase III participation in
- DigiFed (CEA Coo, S2i, BME, BLU)
- SmartEEs2 (CEA Coo, BLU)
- DIH4CPS (FPM)
- HUBCAP (FPM)
- Smart4Europe2-CSA (S2i Coo, all)

The SAE Initiative brings together over 200 DIHs across
Europe, to collaboratively help European companies in
their digital transformation, and the Smart4Europe2
CSA coordinates this network. Smart4Europe2
partners have been part of the SAE Initiative from the
very beginning and vastly contributed to its shaping
and evolution. This had a big impact on the CSA as
such and how it was perceived from the sister CSAs
and external partners. The CSA partners being real
‘SAE insiders’, were well positioned to build and bond
the community around it, to understand the aims and
challenges of the initiative, its partners and
beneficiaries and to further contribute to the SAE
evolution towards a pan-European network of DIHs.
Smart4Europe2 built on the vast experience, network
and trust gained in previous projects, but also actively
contributed to the running IAs of Phase 3 as partners
or coordinators, building very tight links and bringing
together the SAE actions to act feel as one initiative.
Smart4Europe2 provided key collaboration tools
(Innovation Portal, Market Place, Technology Radar),
collaboration meetings and working groups, contest
awards as well as dissemination opportunities, which
were well received by the sister projects and
individual DIH partners. Sharing and learning from
each other has been a crucial point not only for the
new but also for established IAs.

Table 1 Smart4Europe’s pan-European Collaboration with SAE DIHs
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2.3

Cooperation with DIHs via sister projects (I4MS IAs, DIHNET DIHs) and EEN

In order to contribute to the building and widening of the pan-European DIH network, the
collaboration with the sister projects I4MS and DIHNET.EU was crucial. While SAE focuses on the
digitisation of all sectors, I4MS is dedicated to the manufacturing industry and DIHNET.EU acts as an
umbrella to build the overall pan-European DIH network. The three CSAs stayed in very close contact
over the whole project lifetime through organising bi-monthly joint calls, participating in each other’s
working groups and holding joint events and training.
Smart4Europe2 has developed a very strong collaboration with the DIHNET project to reach out to
more DIHs. This collaboration took place at the coordination level and at the team level. BLU is a
partner in both projects and could effectively tighten the links. In addition, Smart4Europe2 regularly
shares information with the DIHNET communication team so that SAE news is included in the DIHNET
newsletter sent to a large community of more than 1,000 people working in European DIHs.

Figure 5 DIHNET news on SAE open calls

Smart4Europe2 was a partner of the DIHNET project and the RODIN CSA for the organisation of the
webinar “Post-project sustainability of EU networks”, which took place on 2nd July 2020. Three main
topics were addressed:
▪ The EU-network services versus the DIHs services
▪ The possible revenue models to reach financial sustainability
▪ The importance of branding & communication to create an EU-network community of critical
mass to be visible within the European innovation ecosystem and foster pan-European
collaboration. BLU gave a presentation on this subject and then, S2i and THK were invited to
share their inputs as SAE representatives. This exchange was aiming at launching the
discussion with more than 50 DIHs representatives attending the meeting.
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Figure 6 Joint post-project sustainability webinar with DIHNET and RODIN

As planned in task 3.5, in order to map DIH services and to see how they aligned with SMEs’ needs, a
questionnaire was drafted jointly by DIHNET and Smart4Europe2 over the course of autumn 2020 and
circulated to a group of 50 volunteering DIHs. There were some specific questions related to their
services and expectations regarding the building up of an EDIHs network and some specific questions
linked to SAE-related technologies and their needs in AI. The results emphasised the need for DIHs to
build strong collaborations with expertise outside their network, especially through networks and
initiatives such as SAE, developed with the EC’s support. The results of this questionnaire confirmed
one of the key sustainability challenges of the SAE initiative, which is to link the ecosystems built within
each of their IAs with the ecosystems that are being developed in the DIHs and future EDIHs
framework.
A major event was the annual EDIH event (Gearing up towards European Digital Innovation Hubs,
https://event.e-dih.eu/) on 26-27th of January 2021. It was organised by DIHNET in collaboration with
the EC and supported by I4MS and the SAE initiative. Smart4Europe2 held the panels on “Connecting
EDIHs with EEN and Start-up Europe Initiative” and “Developing a community where digital innovation
meets investors” with over 700 participants, which were very well received.

Figure 7 Promotion of annual EDIH Event
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Other key activities included joint training of EDIHs, joint workshops, cross-promotion of open calls,
webinars and relevant information (via newsletters, websites and social media channels).
Activity
(partner)

Details of Activity

Output and Impact on Smart4Europe2

Collaboration with I4MS and other DIH Initiatives (pan-EU collaboration)
Collaboratio
n with I4MS
and
DIHNET.EU
CSAs

- 3 joint SAE Collaboration
Meetings
- 3 I4MS Collaboration
Committees
- 3 Joint Dissemination Events
- 3 Joint Workshops
- 2 Joint Training
- Cross-promotion of open
calls, webinars, training, info
- Cross participation in
working groups
- Supporting the EDIH strategy
and implementation jointly
- 3 Ecosystem Building Events
(one joint with I4MS-CSA and
AI REGIO)

Collaboratio
n with I4MS
IAs

- SAE / I4MS Collaboration
between DigiFed (SAE) and AI
REGIO (I4MS) on Digital
Maturity Tools
- Promotion of AI REGIO and
DIH World in German-French
AI Event together with SAE
open calls and associated
brokerage
-BLU contributed with
AI REGIO partners from
INESCTEC to the paper
„Digital Innovation Hubs: one
business model fits all?“
accepted by PRO-VE Program
Committee for presentation
at the PRO-VE conference 2224/11/2021.

D 3.3

Collaboration with the sister CSAs I4MS and DIHNET was key
for building of the pan-European (E)DIH Network. The 3
projects acted in great synergy and spoke with one voice,
cross-promoting each other’s activities and holding joint
events and training.
On the one hand, the reach of each individual CSA became
much wider and on the other hand, de-fragmentation was
enhanced as an interested SME / stakeholder did not have to
differentiate between the initiatives but focus on the
interest in the thematic instead.
Many collaboration meetings, training, workshops and
dissemination events were held jointly or the other CSAs
were invited as speakers respectively.
For the broad roll-out of DIH activities and still connecting
them on a European level, the EDIH strategy was laid out to
be implemented in the upcoming Digital Europe Program.
The 3 initiatives collaborated extensively to help build the
strategy as such and to inform EDIH proposers/candidates
on DIH experiences, lessons learnt, tools and services used
successfully.
The SAE and I4MS Initiative have very similar aims (helping
SMEs in their digital transformation). The collaboration
between the CSAs (see above) but also the individual IAs
focusing on similar topics (e.g. AI) was very beneficial for the
cross-fertilisation as well as sharing and learning from
experiences. The DigiFed (SAE) and AI REGIO (I4MS) project
were connected more deeply through the joint partner and
Smart4Europe2 coordinator S2i. Not only the crossdissemination and promotion of events and open calls
turned out to be very effective, but also an in-depth
collaboration on the Digital Maturity Tool developed by FPM
was initiated.
Another example was the German-French AI Event organised
by S2i on 18th May 2021. Next to SAE open calls targeting AI
as a topic (DigiFed, DIH4CPS, HUBCAP), the related I4MS
projects AI REGIO and DIH World were presented, and a
brokerage was organised for interested SMEs.
The presentation of a joint paper of Smart4Europe2 partners
and AI REGIO partners, shows the close thematic linkage.
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Collaboratio
n with EEN /
Start-up
Europe

- Enterprise Europe Network
(EEN) workshop on
SAE/DigiFed open calls in
Baden Württemberg
- EEN and Start-up Europe
panel at the annual EDIH
Event
- Promotion of SAE through
EEN channels and Start-up
Europe Ambassador

The EEN is a main entry point when it comes to reaching
out to tech but also non-tech SMEs on the local/regional
level. The EEN is a pan-European network with the mission
to help SMEs in their business growth and with this it is very
linked to the DIH work. Future EDIHs will closely collaborate
with EEN, to increase their reach to SMEs in their area and
to collaborate on supporting their digitisation. Start-up
Europe is a network with a vast outreach to deep-tech
start-ups, which could in future provide suitable tools and
services to the DIH network as well as benefit from the
cascade funding opportunities. S2i being partner in both
networks has exploited such synergies regarding joint
events but also for an intense promotion on opportunities.
Especially at the EDIH event, the panel on EEN and Start-up
Europe for EDIH proposers had over 700 participants.

Table 2 Smart4Europe’s pan-European Collaboration with DIHs via sister CSAs and EEN

2.4

Cooperation with DIHs on national regional level

In addition to EU level initiatives, Smart4Europe2 has fostered close collaboration on national and
regional level. Already before the project start, the Smart4Europe partners were deeply rooted within
their regional ecosystems and well connected to the ministries, clusters, RTOs of the region as well as
the SME and mid-caps of the regions. Smart4Europe2 is building on the pre-existing networks and trust
that has already been built to take activities one step further.
In Smart4Europe2, a special focus was put on the link with national and regional activities. To that end,
4 model regions are being promoted to act as pathfinders towards an EU-national-regional strategy.
A dedicated Deliverable ‘D4.2 - Record of activities targeting national/regional initiatives’ reports on
the details of these activities.
Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. gives an overview of the 4 model regions
targeted by Smart4Europe2, illustrating a good spread across Europe. The individual Smart4Europe2
partners are strongly embedded within their regional ecosystems.
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Figure 8 Smart4Europe2’s 4 model cases for EU, national and regional collaboration

As an example, the Baden-Württemberg region is a focal point of German and European innovation,
hosting one of the highest densities of SMEs and start-ups in Europe and several technology and
transfer centres on digitisation and Industry 4.0. Moreover, regional, and German support initiatives
have consolidated the establishment and operation of several DIHs in different fields:
▪ Digital Hubs BW (https://www.wirtschaft-digital-bw.de/digital-hubs/digital-hubs) are BW
regional hubs aiming at cross-sectoral working institutions addressing the needs of SMEs in
their vicinity
▪ DE-HUBs (https://www.de-hub.de/): network of 12 thematic Hubs aiming at international
visibility. Three DE:HUBs are located in Baden-Württemberg (AI/Karlsruhe, Future
Industries/Stuttgart and Digital Chemistry and Health Mannheim/Ludwigshafen)
▪ Mittelstand 4.0-Competence Centres: federal initiative, network of 20 (mostly) productionoriented Hubs
▪ Hubs as a tool for technology transfer, individually initiated by various BW institutions of
higher education, applied science and R&D-institutions
S2i and HS represent Smart4Europe2 in this region and are deeply ingrained in this regional ecosystem.
As partner in the EEN, S2i is well connected to all major actors of European technology transfer,
innovation, and SME support. S2i and HS in Baden-Württemberg are closely linked to the Digital Hubs
BW via political links and/or partnering in the Hubs themselves. HS is partner in two regional DIH
projects, Digital Mountains and DigiHub Südbaden (https://digital-mountains-hub.de, www.digihubsuedbaden.de), funded by Baden-Württemberg, with more than two dozen partners, providing
services to help SMEs in digitalisation. On national level HS is partner in one of the “Mittelstand Digital”
projects,
“Kompetenzzentrum
Textil
vernetzt“
(www.mittelstand-digital.de;
www.kompetenzzentrum-textil-vernetzt.digital), providing digitalisation services in the area of
textiles. Moreover, S2i and HS are partner or coordinator of EDIH candidates. All the Digital Hubs
shown below already participated in Smart4Europe events, and many of them are integrated into the
list of EDIH candidates.
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They were informed about the overall EDIH proposal process in a webinar by S2i.

Figure 9 Regional and national DIHs in Baden-Württemberg

A more detailed description of all four Smart4Europe2 regions and activities will be presented in D4.2.
Three dedicated Ecosystem Building Events were organised to bring the relevant stakeholders together
to build and bond the community for catalysing digital transformation across Europe. A dedicated
Deliverable D3.2 ‘Report on Ecosystem Events’ describes the details of these activities. Activities and
events were held in collaboration with or inviting initiatives like Alliance Industry 4.0 BW, Digital Hubs
BW, Piano Nationale Industria 4.0, DIH Lombardia, Intelligent Factory, Minealogic, Minasmart DIH and
Hungarian I4.0.
The table below presents key activities performed within the project’s lifetime and related outcomes
and impacts for Smart4Europe2 and the SAE community.
Activity
(partner)

Details of Activity

Output and Impact on Smart4Europe2

Collaboration with national/regional DIH initiatives/clusters
BadenWürttember
g / Germany
(S2i/HS)

D 3.3

- S2i and HS connect Smart4Europe2
to a number of national/regional DIH
Initiatives and related clusters,
including the BW-Hubs, DE:HUBs,
PlatformI4.0, Alliance Industrie4.0 BW,
Vanguard Initiative, Showroom
Mittelstand 4.0, innBW-CPS,

S2i and HS are deeply rooted in the regional DIH
ecosystem, specifically by S2is close links to the BW
ministry and BW Digital Hubs Coordinator
Cyberforum.
HS is core partner in 2 Baden-Württemberg Hubs
(Digital Mountains, DiGi Hub Südbaden) and the
“Mittelstand Digital” project exploiting synergies on
national/regional level.
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Kompetenzzentrum Textil vernetzt,
microTEC Südwest above others.
- all BW Digital Hubs and DE Hubs of
the region present at EU-DE-BW
Smart4Europe event in 2019
- joint activities at DigitalGipfel BW
- joint event on SAE opportunities with
regional EEN
- German-French AI event
- Smart4Europe2 final event planned in
Stuttgart
- partnering in 2 regional and one
national Digital Hub
- cross promotion of activities via
Cyberforum (Coordinating BW Digital
Hubs)
- coordination of info event on EDIH
proposals (national and EU
perspective) on behalf of the BW
ministry
- joint EDIH proposals: HS is
coordinator of EDIH Südwest, S2i
partner in EDIH-AICS (AI and
Cybersecurity Hub in Karlsruhe)
AuvergneRhône-Alpes
/ France
(CEA/BLU)

- CEA connects Smart4Europe2 to
several DIHs, Digital Initiatives and
high-tech clusters in the region,
including MINASMART, Minalogic,
Cybersecurity Institut at Lyon, and IRT
Nanoelec, CAP'TRONIC, AURA
entreprise, and ICT4Manuf in Grenoble
- Ecosystem Expansion Event in
Collaboration with DigiFed Project
- SAE contest Award at Investors Event
in Bordeaux

Lombardy /
Italy
(FPM)

D 3.3

- FPM connects Smart4Europe2 to a
number of national/regional DIH
Initiatives and related clusters,
including MADE competence center
and DIH Lombardia, the Italian
Network of competence centers and
DIHs by Confidustria, Associazione
Fabbrica Intelligente Lombardia (AFIL),

Moreover, the close links and synergies with the
Alliance Industry 4.0 as well as Vanguard Initiative
were exploited. S2i organised and participated in
events of the Baden-Württemberg Ministry,
presenting and discussing the SAE approach and
opportunities.
The regional EEN was involved in an SAE event
promoting opportunities to regional SMEs.
A German-French AI event was held including a
brokerage on SAE and I4MS funding opportunities.
The final event is planned in Stuttgart in
collaboration with the ministry for economics and
regional initiatives and clusters. It will aim at
connecting the regional/national and European DIH
ecosystem.
In the regional ecosystem, S2i and HS acted as the
connecting points to the EC, inviting EC
representatives to meetings and presenting SAE,
the (E)DIH aims and opportunities to the national /
regional bodies. Sharing and learning activities have
been conducted to exchange perspectives.
As a natural follow-up activity, both S2i and HS got
involved in the EDIH information campaign and also
national proposals and are now part of the EDIH
candidates.
MINASMART, in collaboration with the European
network Silicon Europe Alliance, intends to provide
access to all economy stakeholders willing to
benefit from the advantages of digital technologies
in their businesses.
CEA (Leti and Liten) is strongly committed in the
MinaSmart DIH being one major R&D actors in the
AURA region and also through its close connection
with Minalogic, coordinator of MinaSmart, the
AURA digital technologies competitive cluster,
member of Silicon Europe Alliance and H2020
National Contact Point.
At the national and regional level, FPM is well
connected to the Italian Network of Competence
Centres and Digital Innovation Hubs, which were
established by the National Plan on Industry 4.0 of
the Italian Government. In particular, there are
strong links with the MADE Competence Center
(https://www.made-cc.eu/?lang=en) and the DIH
Lombardia (http://www.dihlombardia.com/). The
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Vanguard Digital Transformation demo
case, above others
- Ecosystem Building Event in
collaboration with national and
regional Initiatives (Nov 2020 and
October 2021 at WMF)
The annual World Manufacturing
Forum brings together more than 1000
participants and 50 high-level speakers
from over than 50 countries, coming
from industry, research organisations
and governments. Two SAE Ecosystem
Building Events were held there.

Central
Hungary
(BME)

- BME connects Smart4Europe2 to
several structures and initiatives for
the advancement and implementation
of CPS and Industry 4.0 in Central
Hungary. Moreover, close links to the
regional RIS3 strategy are build which
focuses on several relevant target
areas such as ICT, med-tech, and
environmental technologies.
- Collaboration with Innomine DIH
(Budapest), online workshops and
sharing SME network, services and
infrastructures
- On EU level, BME DIH cooperates
with a number of DIHs of the CEE
region, such as 4P DIH, Slovenia, DIH
TERA, DIH PISMO and DIGIPARC,
Croatia. The latter DIHs had the
opportunity to introduce themselves
in the DIH Ecosystem Building Event.
- Ecosystem Building Event in
collaboration with national and
regional Initiatives (July 2021)

D 3.3

DIH Lombardia is the regional hub that offers
Industry 4.0-related services to companies in
Lombardy. It has been created by Confindustria
Lombardia, together with the local industrial
associations in Lombardy. Besides, the MADE
competence center is a PPP that brings together,
Politecnico di Milano, the Universities of Bergamo,
Brescia and Pavia, Inail, and 39 partner companies
(Bosch, Brembo, Comau, Kuka, Prima industrie, SAP,
Siemens, STMicroelectronics, Whirpool Europe,…).
Moreover, the MADE Competence Center, DIH
Lombardia and AFIL together with other key Italian
stakeholders are also working for the setup of the
EDIH Lombardia, which is one of the Italian
candidates to participate in the restricted tender at
the EU level. Thanks to those connections the reach
of Smart4Europe2 has been enhanced and SAE
offering has been valorized at the national and
regional level in the Italian ecosystem.
BME is deeply rooted in both the national and
regional ecosystem, e.g. leading the Hungarian
Industry 4.0 technology platform and benefitting
from close contacts to regional and national
decisionmakers. Moreover, BME is part of the BMEEET DIH, which is a non-profit international DIH
located in the Central Hungary region, specifically in
Budapest, and member of the SAE community and
the National Industry 4.0 Platform. This DIH
constitutes a valuable gateway to the eastern part
of Europe, facilitating the understanding of the
main challenges facing SMEs in their adoption of
advanced digital technologies in the region.
BME’s Digital Innovation Hub (BME-EET-DIH) has
collaborated with other DIHs both on national and
EU level. On national level, DIH Innomine is a
trusted partner, with multiple levels of cooperation.
On one hand, SMEs from Innomine’s network has
access to BME’s test-before-invest infrastructures.
Innomine, on the other hand supported SMEs from
BME’s network with raise funding and preparing
project proposals.
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United
Kingdom
(THK)

- THK connects Smart4Europe2 to
several initiatives and clusters
dedicated to Digital Transformation or
SME support, including Digital Catapult
and Innovate UK, Silverstone
Technology Cluster, Nordic IIoT
Network, Nordic Countries, Energy
Harvesting Network, Silverstone
Technology Cluster, Midlands
Aerospace Alliance, above others
- THK also connects Smart4Europe2 to
UK Business Angels Association –
investing in SMEs and Shadow
Ventures – investing in start-ups

THK attended a vast number of events and held
numerous talks fostering synergies with the related
initiatives, discussing SAE related themes and
promoting the SAE opportunities.
Digital Catapult (acting as DIH in the UK) as well as
Innovate UK are important partners to link up with
when it comes to innovation in ICT linked to SME
support.
A special focus was on digital technologies as such
but also on organisations providing investment
targeting SMEs and start-ups developing digital
technologies or products.

Table 3 Smart4Europe’s Collaboration with national/regional DIH initiatives/clusters

3

Cooperation with ECSEL

The investments under the ICT Work Programme 2018-2020 were complemented by investments
through the ECSEL Joint Undertaking. Collaboration with the ECSEL ecosystem was thus a key activity
in the project’s outreach and growth strategy. The European Leadership Joint Undertaking (ECSEL-JU)
is an EU-driven public-private partnership, funding innovation in electronic components and systems.
Through the ECSEL-JU, European industry, SMEs and Research and Technology Organisations are
supported and co-financed by ECSEL participating states and the European Union. The ECSEL-JU is
supported by three associations (ARTEMIS-IA, EPoSS and AENEAS), in which many of the project
partners are members. Smart4Europe2 is supporting a close collaboration between the project and
associations, thereby overcoming current fragmentation and favouring a better exploitation of
synergies. The project partners extensively exploited their close links to inform on the SAE offer,
activities and opportunities and by initiating joint actions. Smart4Europe2 partners regularly attend
ECSEL events and presented the SAE initiative in talks, booths and collaboration and brokerage events.
Moreover, Smart4Europe2 created a very close collaboration with the Industry4.E CSA supporting the
ECSEL Lighthouse I4.E and other ECSEL projects.

3.1

Cooperation with EPoSS, ARTEMIS, AENEAS

Collaboration with ECSEL already evolved during Smart4Europe1, as many of the partners are
members of the supporting associations (S2i, HS, CEA, THK) as well as partners in ECSEL projects. With
their ‘Smart4Europe2 hat on’ the partners specifically engaged with the SRIA for ECSEL and KDT JUs
2020/2021, with SME engagement activities as well as cross-promotion of the projects and sharing of
training materials. On top of this, HS supported the creation of a specific EDIH working group / task
force in EPoSS. This task force held eight videoconferences during the first eight months of 2021 and
developed a Framework Agreement for Collaboration.
Moreover, the partners also maintained close relationships through many events, e.g. EPoSS & EPSI
Annual Forum 2020, ECSEL JU Symposium, Smart Systems to #BeActive, 5E Workshop, Fireside Chat
D 3.3
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and Strategy Forum meetings. During the EFECS 2020 (25-26th November), Smart4Europe2 ran a
workshop on the Technology Radar, which was well received by the community. At the Fed4SAE final
event, a panel was held including Smart4Europe2, Euripides clusters & AENEAS representative. At the
EPoSS Annual Forum 2021 (05.-07.10 in Freiburg) a SAE talk will be held by Smart4Europe2.
BLU has advocated the ECS brokerage event which took place on the 12 & 13 January 2021 and the ECS
collaboration tool used as a support for this https://ecscollaborationtool.eu/ towards SAE innovative
companies.

Figure 10 Promotion of ECS brokerage event

3.2

Cooperation with Industry4.E CSA

ECSEL-JU has created “Lighthouse Initiatives” as they identified the need to better coordinate and link
R&I activities taking place in order to help European industry achieve digital transition and strengthen
Europe’s competitiveness and ECSEL-JU. Three Lighthouses have been launched to date; Industry4.E,
Mobility.E and Health.E. (www.ecsel.eu). The I4.E Lighthouse Initiative has a special focus on all means
of microelectronics and ICT for Digital Industry. Operating across project, funding, and national
boundaries, I4.E is expected to bring together relevant RDI projects funded across various funding
programmes, helping them connect with each other and the end-user/stakeholder community
(https://www.ecsel.eu/industry4e). The CSA Industry4.E supported the I4.E Lighthouse and connected
them to related H2020 projects. Being partner in this CSA, S2i had direct links to the Industry4.E
Lighthouse projects and was involved in activities like bringing such projects together, participating to
the ECSEL SRIA and led the SME engagement activities. Regarding SME engagement, S2i analysed the
ECSEL scheme especially for benefits, challenges and barriers for SMEs to contribute. Furthermore, S2i
compared such engagement to the SAE scheme and drew some recommendations, including:
‘To increase the participation of SMEs and to keep projects more flexible, the ECSEL program could
consider SME funding instruments like Financial Supports to Third Parties (FSTP) already used in other
H2020 program parts lowering the entry barrier.’ The complete deliverable can be found here:
D2.4_Summary-Report-of-Involvement-of-SMEs_FINAL.pdf (industry4e.eu)

3.3

Examples of Cooperation with ECSEL Projects

The table below presents key activities performed within the project lifetime and related outcomes
and impacts for Smart4Europe2 and the SAE community.
Activity
(partner)
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Collaboration with ECSEL Projects
Delphi4LED
(BME)

Delphi4LED, where BME plays a significant
role will become an Industry4.E lighthouse of
the ECSEL JU.

Smart4Europe2 helped to make results of this ECSEL
project in digitising lighting design available.

ENSO
(BLU)

ECSEL project for energy micro sources for
smart electronic objects. BLU developed
business strategies within this project.

The ENSO project is over now but when working on
possible matchmaking between SAE innovative
companies and others in the context of the ECS
brokerage events, some collaborations has been
envisioned and proposed to some SAE & ENSO
companies. This will be further reported on the D3.5
report on brokerage activities.

Identifying early adopters and stimulate the
business opportunities is also very relevant
for Smart4Europe2.
iRel4.0
(HS)

Big research project (75 partners) focusing
on reliability. Sharing of reliability issues and
solutions between the project and SAE.
Another ECSEL action (IMOCO4.E) will start
in September 2021.

HS is partner in the iRel4.0 ECSEL project, focusing on
reliability of electronic devices. The project started
just one year ago, so it is too early to report on
outcomes and impacts.

CPS4EU
(BME)

As BME is responsible for the dissemination
activities of CPS4EU it is straightforward to
use, among others, the Innovation Portal of
Smart4Europe2 to reach the SME
community with the novel CPS design
methodologies.

The CPS4EU project plans to reach the European
SMEs via the Innovation Portal of Smart4Europe2
presenting the R&D outcome of the projects in the
form of teaching material.

AITWILIGHT
(BME)

As BME is responsible for the
communication activities of AI-TWILIGHT
project it is straightforward to use among
others
the
Innovation
Portal
of
Smart4Europe2 to reach the SME
community to disseminate the research
results of the project

The project plans to reach the European SMEs via the
Innovation Portal of Smart4Europe2 presenting the
R&D outcome of the projects in the form of teaching
material.

CSAIndustry4.E

S2i was a partner in the CSA Industry 4.E.
S2i fostered collaboration between the 2
projects specifically on SME needs and
challenges in digital transformation.

S2i brought the 2 CSAs closely together, crosspromoting each other and elaborating on the SME
engagement in the different settings of SAE and ECSEL
projects. Furthermore, being responsible for the CSA
Industry 4.E SME engagement Deliverable, S2i
analysed benefits and challenges in the ECSEL
context, recommending the cascade funding
instrument to increase SME involvement in the ECSEL
program.

(S2i, THK)

S2i and THK participated in ‘Shaping the
Future Roadmap in Digital Industry’
Workshop, organised at the ECSEL JU
Symposium by Industry 4E.
CSA Industry4.E engaged Smart4Europe2
partners in the ECSEL SRIA Roadmapping
activities.

S2i and THK could bring in future research themes
related to SAE technologies.

Table 4 Smart4Europe’s Collaboration with ECSEL Projects
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4

Cooperation with DEI Focus Area Projects

Smart4Europe2 fostered collaboration between the technology areas supported by the SAE in the past
and current call as well as with other CSAs of the DEI focus area. The consortium partners were
participants in various other CSAs funded under the Digitising European Industry Focus Area (Fit4FoF,
DIHNET.EU, CSA-Industry4.E, ConnectedFactories and 5E) and were able to enhance cooperation
between the projects and specifically collaborate on the SME needs, skills development and DIH
collaboration. As some of the focus area projects are also relevant for DIH collaboration or are ECSEL
projects they are duplicated in the table below but referenced to the more detailed information.

4.1

Activities within the DEI Initiative

In April 2016, the EC presented the Digitising European Industry Strategy (DEI).
The overall objective of this initiative is to ensure that
any industry in Europe – big or small, wherever
situated and in whichever sector – can fully benefit
from digital innovations to upgrade its products,
improve its processes and adapt its business models
to the digital age. The DEI strategy is based on an
ambitious collective effort involving public and private
stakeholders across Europe at regional, national and
EU level. It consists of four areas of work: DIHs,
Partnerships & Platforms, Skills & Jobs, Regulatory
Framework. This work is monitored and steered by the
European Platform of national initiatives on digitising
industry.
Figure 11 DEI Initiative Pillars (source EC)

DIHs are one of the key elements of the DEI strategy. Smart4Europe2 Partners have participated in this
initiative and its working groups from the very beginning and throughout the project lifetime. In the
work programme, through which Smart4Europe2 and its sister projects are funded, specific projects
were clustered as DEI focus area projects. Smart4Europe2 collaborated with many of them, specifically
the sister projects under the previous and same call (SAE call), the I4MS call as well as other CSAs.
Various activities were conducted in the frame of the DEI Initiative and the stakeholders around it.
DEI Showcase event in partnership with FED4SAE
Smart4Europe2 took part in FED4SAE’s final event organised in January 2021. The main aim of the
event was to launch the FED4SAE Innovation Club as part of its sustainability plan and to involve the
whole CPS community of the SAE initiative and other innovation partners at the European level. In this
context, a panel discussion was held: ‘Towards a European green and digital transformation’, gathering
Smart4Europe2 coordinator, Euripides clusters and AENEAS representatives. Moreover, a reverse
pitching session was held to identify new opportunities for SMEs in digitalisation.
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Figure 12 DEI Showcase Event

This event allowed FED4SAE and Smart4Europe2 to reach more than 200 companies coming from 37
countries. The DEI Showcase event is presented in more detail in D4.4.
A “Meet the investors” session with Pierre Marro from the Digital Innovation & Blockchain Unit at
the European Commission
In October 2020, in parallel to the SAE contest 2020 (Deliverable 4.3), BLU had organised a “meet the
investors” session with Pierre Marro from the EC in order to present to innovative companies the new
scheme of the EC to foster investment in AI and Blockchains solutions: the AI/Blockchain Investment
Fund, set-up to address the investment gap in Europe and the remaining market failure in financing of
digital innovation. The AI/Blockchain Investment Fund is managed by the EIF and relies on 400 to
500M€ to leverage EU investments from private funds but also from Member states under the
Coordinated Plan on AI. More than 220 companies attended this session.
Further DEI related activities
Further DEI related activities and events include involvement in standardisation activities (role of
standards in accelerating innovation), Open DEI (workshops on standardisation, dataspaces, data
platforms, design principles for European Data Spaces and EU Industry Week), HuBIT (workshops on
Next Generation Internet opportunities for the future, human and AI collaboration and robot-human
interaction), AI-Sprint (priorities for future AI and edge computing), PiTCCH project (advice on how to
collaborate with SMEs and in promoting business innovation), NGIoT and Far Edge Computing Strategy,
Industrial Dataspaces Association (workshops on building a data agile economy, strategies for data
sharing and GAIA-X) and involvement in projects like Autopilot Large Scale Pilot, Internet of Farming
2020, DEIS, ATLAS and HiPEAC among others. Furthermore, THK was involved as an expert consultant
to sector reports on technologies, and numerous workshops on smart agriculture, cloud computing,
shaping European manufacturing, strengthening technology infrastructures for advanced
technologies, EU networks for industry, monitoring uptake of advanced technologies, policies on green
and circular industry, digitalisation, developing cross border networks in low CO2 processes, and
monitoring the role of clusters in advanced technologies.
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4.2

Examples of Cooperation with FA Projects

The table below presents key activities performed within the project lifetime and related outcomes
and impacts for Smart4Europe2 and the SAE community.
Activity
(partner)

Activity

Output and Impact on Smart4Europe2
Collaboration with Focus Area Projects

DIHNET.EU
(BLU, THK,
S2i)

Smart4Europe2 collaborated with the
DIHNET.EU sister project very closely,
holding joint meetings, workshops,
webinars and cross-promoting each others
activities (see above collaboration with
other DIHs via the CSAs).
BLU is a partner in the CSA and S2i and THK
got engaged in the DIHNET working group
on sustainability and meetings on EDIH
opportunities and Heat Map.
BLU participated or co-organised a number
of events with/for DIHNET.EU
S2i held a session at the annual EDIH event,
at the sustainability webinar and the EDIH
training from CSAs about tools.
THK attended the 1st Annual Conference for
EDIHs and an event on collaboration
between EDIHs cross border hubs and
corridors.

The close collaboration with DIHNET.EU was key for
the Smart4Europe2 project and SAE community.
Intense interaction and exchange took place, e.g. in
the events below
Webinar “Post-project sustainability of EU networks”
02/07/2020
Pilot working group of Future EDIHs to map their
services portfolio and their needs for increased
collaboration: 3 workshop meetings throughout
autumn 2020, elaboration of a questionnaire and 50
DIHs participating to the pilot group.
Annual EDIH event in January 2021. Organisation of a
session dedicated on access to private investment
and EEN/ Start-up Europe collaboration.
Participation to Conference “Digital maturity
assessment for EDIHs organised jointly by DIHNET &
DG CNECT” 18/05/2021

I4MS4Ts
(S2i, THK,
FPM)

Smart4Europe2 collaborated with the
I4MS4Ts sister project very closely, holding
joint meetings, workshops, webinars and
cross-promoting each others activities (see
above collaboration with other DIHs via the
CSAs, Table2).

The close collaboration with I4MS4Ts was key for the
Smart4Europe2 project and SAE community. Having
the same target group, the cross-promotion and
collaboration between the CSAs was not only to
share perspectives and learn from each other, but
also to speak with one voice to beneficiaries of
cascade funding opportunities.

CSAIndustry4.E

S2i was a partner in the CSA Industry 4.E.
S2i fostered collaboration between the 2
projects specifically on SME needs and
challenges in digital transformation.

S2i brought the 2 CSA closely together, crosspromoting each other and elaborating on the SME
engagement in the different settings of SAE and
ECSEL projects. Being responsible for the CSA
Industry 4.E SME engagement Deliverable, S2i
analysed benefits and challenges in the ECSEL
context, recommending the cascade funding
instrument to increase SME involvement in the
ECSEL program.

(S2i, THK)

S2i and THK participated in ‘Shaping the
Future Roadmap in Digital Industry’
Workshop, organised at the ECSEL JU
Symposium by Industry 4E.
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Fit4FoF

S2i is partner in the Fit4FoF project,
analysing future skills and job profiles
relevant for digital transformation.

Results from the Fit4FoF project fed into the
respective Smart4Europe2 Deliverables.
Smart4Europe2 partners attended future skills
workshops and participated to the upcoming skills
needs and trends analysis.

S2i and FPM are partners in the
ConnectedFactories2 project. The project
develops concrete pathways to digital
transformation, which help SMEs to find the
right tools and strategies to become more
digitised.

FPM leads ConnectedFactories2 activities which
specifically link the outcomes and pathways to DIHs.
The DIH community was informed on the pathways
and how they can help digital transformation, e.g.in
a EDIH webinar where different CSAs (incl
Smart4Europe2 and ConnectedFactories2) presented
their tools and offered them to be used by future
EDIHs.

HiPEAC
(S2i, THK,
CEA)

Various Smart4Europe2 partners are
HiPEAC members and contribute to HiPEAC
events, journal, newsletter, roadmap and
sustainability plans and workshops (e.g. on
CPS and TSIV, in meetings with the EC on
sustainability and with HiPEAC to discuss
future of HiPEAC via a new CSA under
NGIoT).

HiPEAC and Smart4Europe2 synergies were
specifically exploited in the in cross-promotion of
information and SAE open calls, special SAE session
in HiPEAC event 2020, contributions to HiPEAC
Vision, HiPEAC participation in SAE sustainability
working group leading to discussions on joint
sustainability plans.

5E (HS, CEA)

The 5E H2020-ICT-07-2018-CSA, define
long-term visions and strategies for the EU
electronics industry, federating
Nanoelectronics, Electronic Smart Systems
and FWE.

Smart4Europe2 stayed tuned in terms of visions and
strategies for the electronics industry and connected
with the 5E community. 5E results fed into the
Technology and Innovation Radar and vice versa.

(S2i)

Connected
Factories2
(S2i, FPM)

Digitising
European
Industry
Initiative
(DEI)
(all)

2 Smart4Europe2 partners are also partners
in 5E and other partners contributed to
activities such as workshops.

Smart4Europe2 Partners attended 5E workshops and
exchanged intensively on KDT technologies and
fostered synchronising 5E and SAE terms and
categories.

Synergies were also exploited in a panel
discussion on the future of innovation in
Europe.

BLU has invited representatives of the 5E project to
take part the SAE closing panel discussion during the
FED4SAE Innovation Club official launch.

Smart4Europe2 partners participated in DEI
working group meetings (especially the ones
on DIHs)

A wide range of workshops, meetings and events
held under the DEI were attended. These ranged
from strategic meetings to further shape the
Initiative to workshops on specific themes (e.g.
standardisation).

SAE being part of the DEI Initiative (one of
the 5 pillars) actively contributed via the
Smart4Europe2 CSA. The Smart4Europe2
partners often represented the voice and
needs of as well as the challenges for SMEs
when it comes to digital transformation.

The inputs of the CSA were taken up in workshop
reports or strategic documents.

Table 5 Smart4Europe’s Collaboration Focus Area Projects
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5

Conclusion

Cooperation with DIHs, ECSEL and Focus Area projects has been a key activity and main success factor
for the Smart4Europe2 project. Close collaboration with DIHs within the SAE ecosystem as well as
intense interaction with the sister CSAs I4MS and DIHNET were crucial for the Smart4Europe2’s reach
and impact. The partners deep roots within the national and regional ecosystems helped to build the
local-European links supporting the creation of a sustainable pan-European network. Defragmentation and linking of technology areas and expertise is a main aim of European efforts, and
Smart4Europe2 bridged the different programs through workshops (technology radar), events and
participation to roadmapping activities. Smart4Europe2 was able to build on an existing network of
the predecessor CSA, which was actively expanded through a series of joint activities and dedicated
events, including the organisation of:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

6 SAE Collaboration Events of the SAE actions (SAE internal DIH Collaboration)
3 extended SAE Collaboration Events inviting related DIH Initiatives like I4MS and DIH.NET
participants (SAE external DIH Collaboration)
3 dedicated Ecosystem Building Events inviting national/regional initiatives
3 dedicated Dissemination Events inviting internal and external DIHs (HiPEAC, EFECS, EDIH
Annual Event)
9 events/workshops/training with the sister CSAs DIHNET and I4MS4Ts
Cross-promotion and cross-participation in workshops of additional Focus Area Projects
3 dedicated events targeting the ECSEL Community (Workshop at EFFECS, Workshop at
ARTEMIS Brokerage Event, Workshop at EPoSS Event)
Establishment of a Task Force on EDIH Collaboration in the EPoSS Community
1 joint deliverable with CSA-Industry4.E ECSEL Focus Area Project
1 joint publication/conference presentation confirmed with SAE and I4MS sister IAs
Comprehensive cross-promotion of sister IAs, sister CSAs, Focus Area CSAs and ECSEL
community via Innovation Portal, newsletter, social media
Participation in the events organised by the EC as well as, national regional events and EDIH
Trainings.

The COVID-19 pandemic situation didn’t allow for face-to-face events after March 2021, and
collaboration activities had to be re-planned and turned into digital formats. Nevertheless, with this
the consortium also discovered a lot of new ways, on-line tools and formats for impactful interaction.
This will most likely feed into future projects and activities and enrich the concepts, tools and methods
even when in person events are being held again.

D 3.3

Smart4Europe2 has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
Research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 872111.
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